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Our sponsor organisation plans and reviews marketing campaigns for
the UK to encourage British businesses to expand into Singapore.
Traditionally, these decisions do not use historical import data to
determine what commodities to bring into Singapore.
This could lead to a loss in untapped import opportunities, where there
may be undetected patterns in imports, which may benefit

export revenue and potentially, their overall GNP.

ASID (Analysing Singapore Import Data) aims to provide users with an
exploratory tool to interpret and gain insights on extensive trade data.
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With the help of a user guide and data cleaning protocol, end-users are able
to autonomously update the data using publicly available UN Comtrade data
for more up-to-date analysis and exploration.

Include Singapore exports and other imports
and exports to holistically determine trade balances
Expand to international trade of services (MSITS)

Singapore and (2) market share of UK relative to the world
Drill-down function displayed through the 2D, 4D and 6D treemaps

The Department of International Trade 
in a Singapore-based British 
organisation.

Analytical and exploratory storyboard
Drill-able level of detail
Different insights in each dashboard
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Based on dashboard design best practices:

Shows 
performance of 
imports in a 
specific sector/ 
commodity, 
relative to the 
yearly median 
and to other 
countries 
Linked to slope 
graph Shows relative positional changes of the UK to 

other countries in a specific sector/commodity 
across 2 years

Identify biggest 
contributor to a 

total import value
Also available for 
analysis of a 
specific sector/ 
commodity

Includes Commodity HS Codes

Comparison of 

import trade values 
in all its imports vs 
UK (as a benchmark)
Also available for 
analysis of a 
specific sector/ 
commodity


